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On a problem of Katai 
By J E A N - L O U P M A U C L A I R E in Par i s 
1. In his paper [ I ] I . KATAI set the following problem: Let / and g be two 
additive arithmetical functions; we suppose there exists a /£C such that 
Lim {g(2n + \)-f(n)} = /; 
what can we deduce for the form of / or g? 
The purpose of our paper is to prove the two following results: 
(1) Let g be 'an additive function; i f f is a completely additive function, and if 
there exists an l£C such that 
lim« {g(2n+!)—/(«)} = I (hypothesis H), 
then f(n) = log n, and for every odd prime p and every positive integer d we have 
log 2 
g(p*)=f(p°y 
(2) Let g be . an additive function; if f is a completely additive function and if 
there exists an M£R+ such that 
\g(2m+\)-f(m)\ ^M for every meN*, 
then f(n) = C log n, where C is a constant. 
1.1. R e m a r k s . 1) It follows from the conclusion of (1) that g(n)=f(n) for 
every odd n£N*; of course, we cannot deduce anything about even n's, because 
only values of g on odd integers are involved in the hypothesis. 2) From the con-
clusion of (2), we can easily deduce that f(2n+l)—g(2n+l) is bounded independ-
ently of n. 
Let us verify assertion 2): 
There is an A such that \h(m)\^A] furthermore, we have \g{2m + \)—h(m) — 
-C\ogm\^M Then, it follows that \g(2m+l)-C log m]^M+A. 
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But there exists a B such that: |C[log (2/w + l) —logm]\^B. Then we have 
|g(2m + l) —Clog (2m + \)\^A+B+M\ and therefore 
ig(2m + l)-{Clog.(2/w + l)+A(2w + l)}| =£ 2A + B+M, 
i.e.: \g(2m + l)-f(2m+l)\^2A + M+B. 
2. Proof of (1). 2.1. First, we have g(2n + \)-f(n)-l=o(\) and g(2n-\)~ 
- / ( n - l ) - / = o ( l ) ( « - + oo); since (2n+1, 2«—1) = 1, we also have g(2n+\) + 
+g(2n—l)=g(4n2—1); hence 
(A) g(4n2—l)—/(«)—/(« —1)—2/ = o(l) ( « - + - ) . 
Moreover, g(4n2— l)=g[2(2n2 —1) + 1], and it follows from hypothesis (H) that: 
(B) g(4n2-l)-f(2n2-l)-l = o(l) + 
We deduce from (A) and (B) that 
(C) . / ( 2 n * - l ) - / ( « ) - / ( « - l ) - / = o-(l) ( « - + «»). 
2.2. Using hypothesis (H) we get: 
g[(2n+m-f(2n(n+l))-l = o(l) and g[(2n-l)2]-f(2n(n-l))-l = o(l) 
( « - + - ) . 
But (2n + \,2n-\) = \\ hence g[(2n+\)2]+g[(2n-\)2]=g{(An2-\)2] and it fol-
lows that 
(A') . g[{№-\)2}-f{2n(n-\))-f(2n(ri + \))-2l = o(\) («- + «). 
Now we notice that g[(4«2—l)2]=g[8/i2(2«2—1) + 1]; using hypothesis (H) we get 
(B') g[(4n2—l)2]—/[4«2(2«2—1)]—./ = o(l) ( n - + oo), ... 
This, together with (A'), yields 
/[4«2X(2«2— 1)]—/[2«(h+ 1)]—/[2n(rt— 1)] —/ = o( l ) ( « - + o o ) . 
Since / is completely additive, we get 
( C ) f(2n2 — 1)—/(«—'1)—/(«+ 1) —/ = o( l ) 
2.3. We now replace f(2n2— 1) in (C') by its value obtained from (C); thus, 
we have f(n+1)— f(n) = o(\) («— + <*>). By A well-know theorem of E R D 6 S ([2]) , 
we have f(n) — C log n, where C is a constant. Thus, (C) becomes: 
lim {Cx(log(2n 2 —1) —logn —log(n —1)) —/} = 0, 
which implies C = , ^ _ . log2 
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Now, hypothesis (H) becomes: 
g(2n + l)-^~logn-l = o(l), i.e. g(2n + l ) - ^ - l o g 2 n = o(l) x ( n - + c o ) . 
But log(2n + 1) —log In = o( l ) ( n - +oo). Therefore: 
(D). g(2n + l)-^log(2n+l) = o(l) («-+-). 
Now let ocgN* and let p be any odd prime; we take in (D) 2n+ 1 = p*X(2pm + l). 
We thus get 
g ( P a ) + 8 ( 2 p m + l ) - j ^ l o g p ' - j ^ \ o g ( 2 p m + l ) = o( l ) ( m - + « ) . 
But by (D) we have 
g(2/>m + l ) - ^ 2 log(2/w? + l) = o(l) ( m -
It follows that 
which implies 
3. Proof of (2). Using the same method as for the proof of (1), we obtain: 
I. |/(2n2 - 1) - / ( « ) - f ( n - 1)| ^ 3M. 
II. |/(2«2 - 1 ) - / ( n - 1) - f ( n + 1)| 3M. 
III. | / ( n + l ) - / ( « ) | ^ 6M. 
By a result of WIRSING ([3]), we obtain: f(n)=C log n+h(n), where h is a 
bounded additive function. Since h is completely additive (because / is completely 
additive), h is identically zero. 
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